Introduction and summary
Since its introduction in [Kl-Po] , the upper semi-lattice of Turing degrees has been an object of fascination to practitioners of the recursion-theoretic art. Starting from relatively simple concepts and definitions, it has turned out to be a structure of enormous complexity and richness. This paper is a contribution to the ongoing study of this structure.
Much of the work on Turing degrees may be formulated in terms of the embeddability of certain first-order structures in a structure whose universe is some set of degrees and whose relations, functions, and constants are natural degree-theoretic ones. Thus, for example, we know that if (P, ≤ P ) is a partial ordering of cardinality at most ℵ 1 which is locally countable-each point has at most countably many predecessors-then there is an embedding
where D is the set of all Turing degrees and < T is Turing reducibility. If (P, ≤ P ) is a countable partial ordering, then the image of the embedding may be taken to be a subset of R, the set of recursively enumerable degrees. Without attempting to make the notion completely precise, we shall call embeddings of the first sort global in contrast to local embeddings which impose some restrictions on the image set.
Embeddings may involve additional structure as in the theorem of Lachlan, Lerman, and Thomason [So; p.157 ] that for any countable distributive lattice (P, ∨, ∧, 0 P ) with least element 0 P , there is an embedding (P, ∨, ∧, 0 P ) (R, ∨ T , ∧ T , 0), where ∨ T and ∧ T are the least upper bound and greatest lower bound operation with respect to ≤ T and 0 is the degree of recursive sets. (Of course, ∧ T is not defined for all pairs of r.e. degrees, so technically we mean here some canonical extension to a total operation.)
Our focus here is on embeddings of a partial ordering endowed with a unary function into the Turing degrees together with ≤ T and the Turing jump operator j T :
(P, ≤ P , j P ) (D, ≤ T , j T ).
The elementary properties of j T impose some obvious restrictions:
1.1 Definition. A jump partial ordering is a structure (P, ≤ P , j P ) such that (P, ≤ P ) is a partial ordering and j P : P → P is a function which is monotone and strictly increasing-that is, for all p, q ∈ P , (i) p ≤ P q =⇒ j P (p) ≤ P j P (q);
(ii) p < P j P (p).
* We would like to acknowledge important contributions to this work by Richard Shore and Hugh Woodin. In particular, Shore pointed out the applicability of Harrington's Theorem to local embedding, and Woodin suggested the formulation of our early results in terms of embeddability of partial orderings and proved the linear case of Theorem 1.8. The second author also acknowledges support from NSF grants DMS-8601856 and PYI award DMS-8451748.
The overall question we address may now be formulated : which jump partial orderings, possibly with additional structure, may be globally or locally embedded in (D, ≤ T , j T ), also possibly with additional structure? Although this question has not been posed explicitly before, there are many results in the literature which are naturally seen as partial answers. For example, the existence of a degree which is low 3 but not low 2 [So; VIII.3.4 ] is equivalent to the assertion that the jump linear ordering (ω ∪ 1 2 , 3 2 , 5 2 , ≤, j, 0), with ≤ the normal ordering and j the operation of adding 1 except that j( 5 2 ) = 3, is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T , 0). Similarly, the existence of an intermediate degree is equivalent to the embeddability of the structure (ω ∪ n 2 : n ∈ ω , ≤ , +1, 0). Another quite different example is given by the following result of Harrison. Let ω CK 1 denote the least non-recursive ordinal and Q the set of rational numbers. Consider the structure Ω = (ω CK 1 × (1 + Q), ≤, +1), where (σ, p) + 1 = (σ + 1, p) and (σ, p) < (τ, q) iff p < q in Q or p = q and σ < τ .
1.2 Proposition. [Ha] Ω is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T ).
We shall sketch the proof in Section 4.
We present our local results in Section 3 and our global ones in Section 4; the methods required seem to be quite different. All of the local results may be seen as generalizations of the high/low and intermediate examples.
Recall that a degree a is called (properly) high k iff for all i < k, 0 (i) < T a (i) < T 0 (i+1) and for all i ≥ k, a (i) = 0 (i+1) . In particular, the concept applies only to degrees a such that 0 ≤ T a ≤ T 0 . We may think of such a degree as carrying a certain amount of information between 0 and 1, varying amounts of which are revealed in different contexts. Thus a high k degree has information content strictly between 0 and 1 in the context of fewer than k jumps (quantifiers), but has content 1 in the context of k or more jumps. From this point of view it is natural to consider degrees which carry potentially larger amounts of information. For example, a degree a such that 0 < T a < T 0 but a is incomparable with 0 has information content somewhere between 0 and 2 in a 0-jump context, but if, say, 0 < T a < T 0 and a = 0 (4) , then a has content between 1 and 2 in a 1-jump context and content exactly 2 in a 2-jump context. Our first question asks which patterns of this sort are realizable.
1.3 Definition. For any arithmetical degree a, the Jump Trace of a is JTr(a) = (h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h n , . . . ; . . . , n , . . . 1 , 0 ), where for all i, 0 (h i +i) ≤ T a (i) ≤ T 0 ( i +i) and these bounds are best possible.
The preceding examples are conveniently expressed in terms of the jump trace. A degree is properly high k iff its jump trace is (0, . . . , 0, − → 1 ; ← − 1 ), where the initial sequence of 0's has length k, low k iff its jump trace is ( − → 0 ; ← − 0 , 1, . . . , 1), where the terminal sequence of 1's has length k, and intermediate iff its jump trace is ( − → 0 ; ← − 1 ). (These facts account for the choice of letters h and .) The degree discussed just before the definition would be one with jump trace (0, 1, − → 2 ; ← − 2 ). In general, h i is a lower bound on the information content of a in an i-jump context and i is an upperbound.
The elementary properties of the jump operator imply 1.4 Lemma. For any jump trace (h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h n , . . . ; . . . , n , . . . 1 , 0 ), for all i,
(ii) i ≤ i+1 + 1.
It follows that any jump trace is of the form (h
We call such a sequence a gap-( − h) trace. A trace is realized iff it is the jump trace of some degree. Note that the realizability of a trace is equivalent to the embeddability of a certain jump partial ordering with least element in (D, ≤ T , j T , 0). Our first main result is 1.5 Theorem. For n ≤ 2, every gap-n trace is realized. For n > 2, if the simplest gap-n trace ( − → 0 ; ← − n ) is realized, then every gap-n trace is realized.
At this point, we are unable to deal with gaps greater than two; it seems to be much harder to guarantee the incomparabilities required to realize large gaps.
Our other local results involve the embedding of jump linear orderings.
1.6 Definition. For any jump partial ordering P = (P, ≤ P , j P ):
(i) P is injective iff j P is an injective function;
(ii) P is linear, well-founded, etc. iff (P, ≤ P ) has that property;
(iv) P is j P -linear, j P -well-founded, etc. iff (P, ≤ j P ) has that property;
(v) if P is (j P -)well-founded, then for any q ∈ P , (j P -)rank(q) and (j P -)rank(P) are the usual ranks with respect to the ordering ≤ P (≤ j P );
(vi) P is sparse iff for all p ∈ P , there are at most finitely many q ∈ P such that p ≤ P q ≤ P j P (p).
1.7 Theorem. For any jump linear ordering P = (P, ≤ P , j P , 0 P ) with least element, if P is either (i) well-founded and sparse, or
(ii) j P -wellfounded and injective, then P is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T , 0).
Our global result is simply stated :
1.8 Theorem. Every countable jump partial ordering is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T ).
Tools of the trade
Our notation generally follows that of [So] , and we expect the reader to be somewhat familiar with the main results of Chapters I-VIII of that book. The proof Theorem 2.5 will probably be unintelligible to anyone not well in tune with the methods of [So; VIII] , but the rest of the paper makes lesser demands. Our main notational deviation is in the use of diagrams to represent some of the theorems. In these diagrams we use the following notations:
2.1 Definition. For any degrees a and b and any n > 0, (i) a =⇒ b iff a ≤ b and b is a-r.e.;
(ii) a −→ b iff a < b and b is a-r.e.;
The relation a =⇒ b is usually read b is recursively enumerable in and above (r.e.a) a or briefly a-r.e.a. To familiarize readers with this notation we state a few standard results in terms of it.
2.2 Proposition. For all degrees a and all n > 0, (i) a −→ a ; more generally, a
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate; (iii) follows from the Density Theorem [So; VIII.4 .1].
Our main tools in Section 3 will be several jump inversion theorems, all of which have the form : given a degree s satisfying certain conditions, there exists a degree d satisfying other conditions such that d = s. For example, the Sacks Jump Inversion Theorem (SJIT) [So; VIII.3 .1] (in relativized form) asserts that for any degrees x, c, and s such that c is x-r.e.a. but not x-recursive and s is x -r.e.a., there exists a degree d such that d is x-r.e.a., c ≤ d, and d = s. We represent this in diagram form by
It will be useful to note a simple extension of this result:
2.3 Extended Sacks Jump Inversion Theorem (ESJIT). For any n > 0 and any degrees x, c, and s as in the diagram below, there exists a degree d such that
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 is the SJIT. Suppose that x −→ c =⇒ x n+1 −−−→ s and choose p such that x n −−→ p −→ s. By the induction hypothesis, choose b such that
Since c ≤ b, we have b −→ b⊕c =⇒ b , and we may apply the SJIT to obtain a degree d satisfying
Clearly d is as desired.
Another well-known extension of the SJIT is 2.4 Robinson Jump Interpolation Theorem [So; VIII.4.4] . For any degrees x, c, d, and s such that c and d are x-r.e.a., d < c, s is c-r.e.a., and d < s, there exists a degree a such that a is x-r.e., d < a < c, and a = s.
The main new technical tool in Section 3 is a theorem which simultaneously generalizes an unpublished result of Leo Harrington and the SJIT. Many of the ideas of the following proof are due to Harrington as reported in [Si] , but because they have never appeared in print it seems appropriate to give them in some detail. We state the result first in its simplest unrelativized form.
2.5 Theorem. For any 0 -r.e.a. set S and any non-recursive r.e. set C, there exists an r.e. set A and an A-r.e. set B such that
In diagram form :
Proof. The proof will consist of a construction followed by a sequence of lemmas. Recall that for any set X , X [e] denotes the set { e, z : e, z ∈ X } called the e-th column of X. If for all
As in the proof of the SJIT [So; VIII.3 .1], fix a recursive enumeration C s : s ∈ ω of C, an r.e. set E such that for all e,
and there is an S-recursive function α such that for all e, α(e) is a recursive index for E [e] , and a recursive enumeration E s : s ∈ ω of E. We construct sets A and B such that (i) A is r.e. and B is A-r.e.;
(ii) for all e,
Since it follows from (ii) that S ≤ T A , these yield all the desired conclusions.
The plan of the construction is as follows. We describe first a priority construction (Z, t) → B t [Z] Essentially, for each e the e-th column of B[Z] will contain an element e, x only if there is a change in the e-th column of Z above x. Hence, if for all e lim x Z( e, x ) exists, then every column of B[Z] is finite and the construction has only finite injuries. This principle must be slightly modified to incorporate the Sacks preservation strategy used to ensure (iii) and (v). The main (infinite injury) construction builds A to satisfy (ii), (iii), and (v) with B = B [A] . In specifying A s+1 we use approximations B t [A s ] (t ≤ s) to guess the ultimate behavior of B. Since (ii) for i < e guarantees that the first e columns of B are finite, these approximations will be eventually correct on the first e columns so the inaccuracies introduced will impose only finitely much restraint and not interfere with satisfying (ii). Finally we establish (iv) by showing that the construction can be recovered from A ⊕ B ⊕ 0 .
e, x : R B t (e) < e, x ≤ t ∧ ∃y > x e, y ≤ t ∧ Z( e, x ) = Z( e, y ) .
2.6 Remark. By the way that elements are added to B, it is clear that for any Y and Z, if
The construction of A is designed to satisfy the requirements :
N A e : C = {e} A⊕B , and A (e, s, t) = max x : ∀y < x{ e}
Now let Γ e (s, t) denote the condition:
and definer A (e, s) = max { t ≤ s : Γ e (s, t) }; ] will themselves be restrained in the B-construction and thus the total restraint imposed by B on the e-th column of A will be finite. The additional conditions in ∆ e (s, t, x) below guarantee that if ∀y < x {e} A⊕B (y) C(y) , the restraint t is sufficient to protect all these computations (even for y ≤ x) as s and t increase.
To begin the proof that A and B have the desired properties, as in [So; VIII.3 .1] let T e denote the set of e-true stages :
and let ∆ e (s, t, x) denote the condition (ii)û A (e,s,t) ≤ r B (e,t);
A (e,s,t) ≤ B (e,t);
(iii) for any x, if ∆ e (s,t, x) and ∀y < x {e} A⊕B (y) C(y) , then for all y < x and all t ≥t, Proof. (i) Fix e,s ∈ T e , andt such that Γ e (s,t). We prove by induction on s ≥s that (d), (e), and the first equalities of (a)-(c) hold; the second equalities then follow immediately. For s =s there is nothing to prove for (a)-(d) and (e) follows directly from the definition ofr A . Assume as induction hypothesis the result for s. Suppose z = i, y ∈ A s+1 ∼ A s . If i < e, then sinces ∈ T e , z ≥ as ≥t; if i ≥ e, then z >R so A s+1 u y = A s u y , the computation is undisturbed by replacing A s by A s+1 , and u y <t ≤ a s+1 . The induction step for (d) is now immediate. For (e), it suffices to verify that Γ e (s + 1,t) holds; this follows easily from (b) and (d).
Part (ii) now follows immediately from (i)(c).
We prove (iii) by induction on x. For x = 0, the conclusion for y < x is vacuous and the conclusion for x follows as in the induction step, since B (e, t) ≥ 0. Assume the result for x, that ∆ e (s,t, x + 1) holds, and that for all y < x + 1, {e} A⊕B (y) C(y). Clearly (a) and (b) for y < x+1 follow immediately from the induction hypothesis. Similarly, we have ∀t ≥t [x ≤ B (e, t)].
It remains only to show that ∀t ≥t [x < B (e, t)] and that if {e} A⊕Bt t (x + 1) ↓, then (a) and (b) hold also for y = x + 1.
For the first of these (by induction on t) suppose that for some t ≥t, B (e, t) > x but B (e, t+1) = x. Since from (b) we know that {e} u x+1 . Now suppose that z = i, y ∈ B t+1 ∼ B t . If i < e, then by the preceding remark,
A⊕Bt t (x + 1) with the same computation.
Lemma.
For any e, anys ∈ T e , and all s ≥s,
s (e). Proof. Supposes ∈ T e and lett =r A (e,s).Then Γ e (s,t) holds, so by (i)(e) of the preceding Lemma, for all s ≥s,t ≤r
A (e,s) as required. Part (ii) now follows from the observation that for i ≤ e, T e ⊆ T i .
For all e and x, if ∀y < x {e} A⊕B (y) C(y) , then ∃s ∃t ∆ e (s, t, x).
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and choose k minimal such that for all y < x, {e}
Choose t ≥ k minimal such that B t u = B u and C t x + 1 = C x + 1. Finally, choose s ∈ T e large enough so that A s t = A t, s ≥ t, and a s ≥ t. Then for w ≤ t, B w [A s ] = B w and since
To verify that Γ e (s, t) holds, suppose thatk A (e, s, t) ≤ w < t, so k ≤ w < t. Then by the minimality of t, either B w u = B t u or C w x + 1 = C t x + 1, and Γ e (s, t) follows by the preceding observation. Since u =û
A (e, s, t, x), also ∆ e (s, t, x) holds.
Definition. For any e, if B
[<e] is finite and {e} A⊕B = C, let
2.11 Lemma. For any e, if t e exists and ∃s ∈ T e [r A (e, s) ≥ t e ], then lim s∈T er A (e, s) exists.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses and choose k, u = u e , and t as in the proof of Lemma 2.9 for x = p e . By Lemma 2.8 there existss ∈ T e such that As t = A t,s ≥ t, as ≥ t, and t =r
A (e,s) ≥ t e . We claim that
First note that as in the proof of Lemma 2.9,ˆ A (e,s,t) ≥ p e , ∆ e (s,t, p e ) holds, and for all y ≤ p e ,
with the same computation and use u y ≤ u e . By Lemma 2.8, for any s ≥s,r A (e, s) ≥r A (e,s). Suppose that for some s ≥s, s ∈ T e andr A (e, s) = t >r A (e,s); we shall derive a contradiction.
Let q =ˆ A (e, s, t). Since t ≥ t e , B
[<e] t = B [<e] so ∆ e (s, t, q) holds. Suppose first that q ≤ p e . Then for all y < q{
with the same use u y , so we havê
But then by Lemma 2.7 and the choice of t e , we have
and for all y ≤ q, Ct(y) = C t (y), so that Γ e (s, t) fails contrary to the assumptionr A (e, s) = t. Thus we must have q > p e . But then, since t ≥ t e ,
contrary to the choice of p e .
Lemma. For all e,
(i) C = {e} A⊕B and t e exists;
is finite, and if
Proof. We proceed by induction on e and assume as induction hypothesis that (i)-(iv) hold for i < e. In particular, B [<e] is finite and A [<e] , T e , Γ e , and ∆ e are all recursive. For (i), suppose that {e} A⊕B = C. By Lemma 2.9, there is a recursive function x → (s x , t x ) such that for all x, ∆ e (s x , t x , x + 1) holds. Then by Lemma 2.7, for all x,
It follows that C is recursive, contrary to hypothesis. For (ii), suppose that for some s ∈ T e , R A s (e) ≥ t e . Since for i ≤ e, t i ≤ t e and T e ⊆ T i , for some i ≤ e, s ∈ T i andr A (i, s) ≥ t i . By the preceding lemma, for each such i, lim s∈T er A (i, s) = lim s∈T ir A (i, s) exists and clearly
is the maximum of these limits. Now let
Then easily for t ≥t and i ≤ e, r , T e , Γ e , and ∆ e are all recursive. We shall construct S-recursive functions f , g, and h such that for all e, f (e), g(e), and h(e) are recursive indices for ∆ e , A [<e] , and B [<e] , respectively. Given these, let β be a recursive function such that
otherwise. Then by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9,
The right side is recursive in S Since f (e) is easily computable from g(e) and h(e), we shall concern ourselves only with g and h. Take g(0) = h(0), an index for the empty set. Recall that there is an S-recursive function α such that for all e, α(e) is a recursive index for E [e] . Furthermore, by Lemma 2.
s . This provides an algorithm for A [e] and thus enough information to compute an appropriate value for g(e + 1). Now, using 0 , compute the leastx such that
Let ∆ * i (s, t, x, z) denote the relation
For i ≤ e and x < p i , ∃s ∃t ∃z ∆ * i (s, t, x, z) and for all x ≤ p i , {i}
From f (i) we can compute a recursive index for ∆ * i and thus 0 -indices for the partial functions
with the same computation, and for t ≥t,
[e] t ∪ e, x : R B t (e) < e, x < e,x .
An index for the second set of this union is easily computed. For B
[e] t , note that from 0 we can computes such that As t = A t . Then Bt = Bt [As] . This provides the information needed to compute h(e + 1).
Proof. We define f , g, and h as in the preceding lemma but now recursive in A ⊕ B ⊕ 0 . As in the preceding proof we can compute R B (e) = lim t R we can also compute an index for A [e] and thus an appropriate value for g(e + 1).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. We first restate the theorem in relativized form and in terms of degrees, and then prove an extended version as we did for Sacks' theorem.
2.15 Corollary. For any degrees x, c, and s such that c is x-r.e.a. but not x-recursive and s is x -r.e.a., there exist degrees q and d such that q is x-r.e.a., d is q-r.e.a., c ≤ T d, and
2.16 Theorem. For any n and any degrees x, c, p, and s as in the diagram below, there exist degrees q and d such that
Furthermore, p is q-r.e.a.
Proof. Fix n and degrees x, c, p, and s as in the diagram. By the ESJIT there is a degree y such that
Now, the degrees y, y ⊕ c, and s satisfy the hypotheses of the Corollary so there exist degrees q and d such that
Then q and d are as desired.
The proofs of Theorem 1.7 in Section 3 will make use of the Jump Interpolation Theorem 2.4 and the following refinement of the method of Sacks for constructing intermediate degrees. We fix for all time an index e jump such that for all X, W X e jump is a complete X-r.e. set and write X to mean W X e jump .
2.17 Definition. For any A, B ⊆ ω and any a ∈ ω, A ≤ a B iff A is recursive in B with index a, A < a B iff A ≤ a B and and A < T B, and A ≡ a B iff A ≤ (a) 0 B and B ≤ (a) 1 A 2.18 Lemma. There exist recursive functions α, β, γ, and δ such that for any sets X and Y , and any a, b, and c ∈ ω, if
Proof. A special case of the relativized Jump Interpolation Theorem asserts that for any X, any C r.e. in X and any S r.e. in X , if C < T X and C ≤ T S, then there exists a set A r.e. in X such that C < T A < T X and A ≡ T S. Because of the effectiveness of the construction, we may view it as defining a recursive function H such that for any X, c, and
Furthermore, an index for the final Turing equivalence may be computed from one for the reduction of (W X c ) to W X s . Now from any a, c, and d, we may compute an index e such that for any set Z,
Then under hypotheses (i) and (ii),
Hence, if we set F (a, c, d) = H(c, e), then there exists a recursive function G such that whenever (i) and (ii) hold, Then clearly under (i) and (ii),
The form of W X δ(a,c) shows immediately how to specify α and β, and we set γ (a, b, c) = G(a, b, c, (a, c) ).
Local embeddings
We prove first the representability of jump traces with gap at most two (Theorem 1.5). Fix a jump trace (h 0 , h 1 , . . . ,
− h ≤ 2, and k minimal-that is, not both h k−1 = h and = k−1 . We show first that there is a degree d k such that 0 3.1 Lemma. ( [Sh] ) For any degree x, there exists a degree d such that for all n,
Proof. By the relativized effective version of the theorem of Lachlan and Martin [So; VIII.3.9] , there exist indices a and b such that for all n and X, (W Now we prove by reverse induction that there exist degrees q k−1 , . . . , q 0 and
We do the induction step first. Assume as induction hypothesis that for some i < k, q i+1 and d i+1 satisfy (1)-(4) with i + 1 in place of i. Suppose first that i = i+1 and consider the following diagram :
−−−→ q i+1 and it follows from the ESJIT that there exists a degree q i as indicated and such that 0 (h i +i+1) ≤ T q i . This last fact ensures that q i ⊕ 0 (h i +i+1) ≤ T q i , so we may apply the SJIT to find a degree d i as shown and
, contrary to hypothesis.
Suppose now that i = i+1 , so i = i+1 + 1, and consider the diagram
We have now (*) 0
−−−→ q i+1 so it follows from Theorem 2.16 that there are degrees q i and d i as indicated with 0
Since by (*) also q i+1 ≤ T 0
, contrary to the induction hypothesis. This completes the induction step.
For the basis of the induction, if > h, since 0
Hence if we set h k = h and k = , (1), (2), and (4) are satisfied for i = k.
(h+k) , we must define q k−1 and d k−1 by a separate construction. Suppose first that h k−1 = h. Then by the minimal choice of k, k−1 = + 1 so k−1 − h k−1 − 1 = 0 and it suffices to take q k−1 = 0 (h k−1 +k−1) and d k−1 any 0 (h k−1 +k−1) -low degree-that is,
If h k−1 < h, there are two cases depending as k−1 = or k−1 = + 1. In the first case we have k−1 = h so by successive uses of the ESJIT and SJIT we obtain q k−1 and d k−1 such that
. In the second case, k−1 = h + 1 so by Theorem 2.16 there exist degrees q k−1 and d k−1 such that
and 0
, a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1.7(i). Let P = (P, ≤ P , j P , 0 P ) be a well-founded sparse jump partial ordering with least element. Clearly the order-type of P is a limit ordinal, and sparseness ensures that P can be decomposed into blocks of order-type ω which are closed under j P . Therefore to embed P it suffices to embed each of these blocks separately and thus to prove 3.2 Theorem. Every jump linear ordering of rank ω is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T , 0).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that P is of the form (ω, ≤, j, 0), with ≤ the normal ordering on ω. We introduce some notation. For any p, q ∈ ω, J p = j (n) (p) : n ∈ ω , J <q = { J p : p < q }, and J ≤q = J <q ∪ J q . Any q ∈ ω is a basepoint iff q is not in the image of j iff q / ∈ J <q , and an independent basepoint iff ∀l [j (l) (q) / ∈ J <q ]. If q is a basepoint but not independent, we call it a dependent basepoint and set
Note that π(0) = 0 and otherwise π(q) < q.
To each r ∈ ω we shall assign a set D r such that
Clearly (1) and (2) are all we really need, but it is (3) which allows us to apply techniques for defining r.e. sets.
In order to carry out the construction,however, we shall need to do much more than this. In fact, we shall define functions f, g, h, k, and m such that for all q and all r, s ∈ J ≤q , if r, s ≥ m q , then for all n
Note that in all cases the indices of the reductions are independent of n.
The construction proceeds in stages roughly as follows. At stage q we define D r for all r ∈ J q ∼ J <q . There is nothing to do unless q is a basepoint. If q is a dependent basepoint, then t = j (λ(q)) (q) ∈ J <q so that J q ∼ J <q = j (i) (q) : i < λ(q) and D t has been defined at an earlier stage. In this case we simply apply the Jump Interpolation Theorem λ(q)-many times to construct the D j (i) (q) for i < λ(q). If q is an independent basepoint, then J q ∼ J <q = j (i) (q) : i ∈ ω . We set λ(q) = least l [j (l) (π(q)) ≥ m q−1 ] and for i ≥ λ(q) apply Lemma 2.18 with X i = D j (i) (π(q)) and c such that
for an appropriate a. Jump Interpolation is used again for i < λ(q).
At stage 0, clearly 0 is an independent basepoint, and we set D 0 = ∅, and for all n, D j (n+1) (0) = (D j (n) (0) ) . It is clear that (1)-(3) hold for r ∈ J 0 and that we may find appropriate values of f, g, h, and k so that (4)-(6) hold for m 0 = 0.
At stage q > 0, we assume as induction hypothesis that for all r, s ∈ J <q (1)-(3) hold and if r, s ≥ m q−1 , then for all n, (4)-(6) hold. Suppose first that q is a dependent basepoint and let t = j (λ(q)) (q) ∈ J <q . Let A λ(q) = D t . We shall define sets A i for i < λ(q) such that for all i, 0 < i ≤ λ(q),
Concurrently we shall show that for all i ≤ λ(q),
Note that for any basepoint q > 0, for all n, j (n) (q − 1) ≤ j (n) (q) ≤ j (n+1) (π(q)) and for no r ∈ J <q is j (n) (q) < r < j (n+1) (π(q)). It follows that t is either j (λ(q)) (q − 1) or j (λ(q)+1) (π(q)). In either case, by (1) and (2) of the induction hypothesis, (D j (λ(q)−1) (q−1) ) ≡ T D j (λ(q)) (q−1) ≤ T D t so that (10) is satisfied for i = λ(q). Similarly, since j (λ(q)) (π(q)) ≤ t ≤ j(j (λ(q)) (π(q)), (9) for i = λ(q) follows from (3) of the induction hypothesis. Now by (3) of the induction hypothesis, since π(q) ≤ q − 1, for all i,
It follows by Jump Interpolation that given (9) and (10) for any i > 0 there exists a set A i−1 r.e. in D j (i−1) (π(q)) which satisfies (7) and (8). Thus we have (9) for i − 1 and if also i − 1 > 0, then
so that also (10) holds for i − 1. We set D j (i) (q) = A i for i < λ(q); this completes the construction for the case that q is a dependent basepoint. Set m q = max j (λ(q)) (q), m q−1 .
Suppose now that q is an independent basepoint. Let λ(q) = least l [j (l) (π(q)) ≥ m q−1 ]. Since q is independent, for all n,
Now set
Then, if we set X n = D j (n) (rq) , we have from the induction hypothesis that for any n,
and thus an index b q such that for all n,
We are now in a position to apply Lemma 2.18 to compute an index d q = δ(a q , c q ) such that if we set α q = α(a q , b q , c q ) and similarly for β q and γ q , we have for all n,
For all n we set D j (λ(q)+n) (q) = W Xn dq and for i < λ(q) we define D j (i) (q) via the Jump Interpolation Theorem exactly as in the preceding case. Set m q = j(m q−1 ). (3) hold for all r, s ∈ J ≤q and that f, g, and h may be extended so that (4)-(6) hold for r, s ∈ J ≤q , r, s ≥ m q . Note that there is nothing new to check for (4)-(6) in the case that q is a dependent basepoint since then by the choice of m q , J ≤q ∩ { r : r ≥ m q } ⊆ J <q .
It remains to verify that (1)-
(2) is immediate and for (5) it suffices to set k(j (n) (q)) = γ q .
Towards (1) and (4), note that we have clearly arranged that for all n such that
, and (13)
(4) for r = s is trivial, so suppose r, s ∈ J ≤q and r < s. If both r, s ∈ J <q , then by the induction hypothesis D r < T D s and f (r, s) is already defined to satisfy (4). If both r, s ∈ J q , then for some n, s = j (n) (r) so D r < T D s follows from (2). Likewise this case of (4) follows from (5) together with the observation that there is, for each n, a fixed index e n such that for all sets Z, Z ≤ en Z (n) . Suppose now that r ∈ J q ∼ J <q and s ∈ J <q . Then for some m (with m < λ(q) if q is dependent), r = j (m) (q). By (14), D j (m+1) (π(q)) ≤ T D s so by (13), D r < T D s as required by (2). Assume now additionally that q is independent and r, s ≥ m q . Then easily m ≥ λ(q), so that for some n, m = λ(q) + n, j (m+1) (π(q)) = j (n) (r q ), and we have for all n,
so that a suitable value of f (r, s) may be computed. If, on the other hand, s ∈ J q ∼ J <q and r ∈ J <q , say s = j (m) (q), then we have similarly for (2), D r ≤ T D j (m) (q−1) < T D s . If additionally q is independent and r, s ≥ m q , then again for some n, m = λ(q) + n, so j (m) (q − 1) = j (n) (s q ) and we have for all n
so that again a suitable value for f (r, s) can be found.
For (3) and (6), again the cases where r = s or both or neither of r, s belong to J <q are trivial. If s = j(r), the result follows from (2) and (5). Suppose r < s < j(r) and first that s ∈ J <q and for some m, r = j (m) (q), so that j (m) (q) ≤ s ≤ j (m+1) (q). Then clearly there is some t ≤ r, t ∈ J <q , such that s = j(t). Then by (2) and (4), D s ≡ T (D t ) and D t ≤ T D r so that D s is Turing equivalent to a set r.e. in D t and hence in D r . If in addition r, s ≥ m q , then easily t ≥ m q−1 so by the induction hypothesis, for all n, D j (n) (s) ≡ k(t) (D j (n) (t) ) . Furthermore, by (4),
, so that we can compute indices a and b such that (D j (n) 
and thus appropriate values for g(r, s) and h(r, s). Suppose, finally, that r ∈ J <q and s = j (m) (q).
It is not hard to check from the definition of π(q) that t = j (m) (π(q)) ≤ r, so that by (4),
, so we can compute indices a and b such that
and thus again appropriate values for g(r, s) and h(r, s). Now consider Theorem 1.7(ii). By an argument similar to that made before the proof of part (i), it suffices to prove 3.3 Theorem. For any injective jump linear ordering P = (P, ≤ P , j P , 0 P ) with least element,
Proof. To prove Theorem 3.3, we reduce it to the following result. Let Q = (Q, ≤ Q , j Q , 0), where (Q, ≤ Q ) is the usual ordering of the non-negative rational numbers, and for all r ∈ Q, j Q (r) = r + 1. Clearly Q is an injective jump linear ordering with least element.
Proof of Theorem 3.3 : Suppose that (P, ≤ P , j P , 0 P ) satisfies the hypotheses of the Theorem. Let P n = { q ∈ P : q has j P -rank n }.
Since P has j P -rank ω, P n : n ∈ ω is a partition of P . Clearly, j P : P n → P n+1 is injective so the structures (P n , ≤ P P n ) together with the restrictions of j P form a directed system which has a direct limit (R, ≤ R ) together with natural injections i n : P n → R, which commute with j P . Since (R, ≤ R ) is a countable linear ordering, there is an embedding f 0 of it into the rational interval [ 0, 1) and hence embeddings into each interval [ n, n + 1) defined by f n (p) = f 0 (p) + n. Then the following diagram commutes
so that the function { f n • i n : n ∈ ω } embeds P into Q. Hence, if Q is Turing representable, so is P.
Proof of Theorem 3.4 :
We write [ 0, 1) for the rational interval and < for its usual ordering. We shall construct sets E n r such that for all r, s ∈ [ 0, 1) and all n,
has degree r.e. in E n r .
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, to carry out the construction we need to keep track of a large number of indices. Fix an injective enumeration t q : q ∈ ω of [ 0, 1); for convenience take t 0 = 0. Let J <q = { t p : p < q } and J ≤q = J <q ∪ {t q }. We define functions f, g, h, k, and λ such that for all r, s ∈ [ 0, 1), r, s ∈ J ≤q and all n ≥ λ(q)
. Let π(q) = inf { t p : p < q ∧ t q < t p } and ν(q) = sup { t p : p < q ∧ t p < t q }. We proceed by stages q ∈ ω; at stage q we define the sets E n tq for all n. Set E n t 0 = ∅ (n) . Assume that q > 0 and as induction hypothesis that (1)- (3) are satisfied for r, s ∈ J <q and that (4)- (6) are satisfied for all r, s ∈ J <q and all n ≥ λ(q − 1). Let λ(q) = max {λ(π(q)) + 1, λ(q − 1)} and for all n ≥ λ(q), X n = E n−1 π(q) . Now set
Then we have from the induction hypothesis that for any n ≥ λ(q),
and thus an index b q such that for all n ≥ λ(q),
To construct E i q for i < λ(q), we proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let A λ(q) = E λ(q) q . We shall define sets A i for i < λ(q) such that for all i ≤ λ(q)
9) A i has degree r.e. in E i−1 π(q) . From the above, (8) and (9) are satisfied for i = λ(q). Given (8) and (9) for any i > 0, we have
π(q) ) , it follows from Jump Interpolation that there exists a set A i−1 which satisfies (7) and (8) and (9) for i − 1. We set E i q = A i for i < λ(q); this completes the construction.
It remains to check (1)-(3) when one of r or s is t q and that f, g, h, and k may be extended so that (4)- (6) hold for all r, s ∈ J ≤q and n ≥ λ(q). The argument is a straightforward translation of the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 3.2. (2) is clear from the construction and for (5) we take k(t q ) = γ q . Towards (1) and (4), we have arranged that for all n,
and for no s ∈ J <q , t q < s < π(q). Thus if t q < s with s ∈ J <q , we have π(q) ≤ s, so
so an appropriate value for f (t q , s) may be calculated. If, on the other hand, r < t q , with r ∈ J <q , then
and thus an appropriate value for f (r, t q ) may be calculated.
We leave the remaining similar calculations for (3) and (6) to the reader.
Global Embeddings
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.8 : Every countable jump partial ordering is embeddable in (D, ≤ T , j T ), which we denote here by D. Throughout this section we write N for ω, the set of natural numbers, and R for the set of subsets of N, which we call reals. An important auxiliary notion is 4.1 Definition. For each real X, a jump hierarchy over X consists of a linear ordering ≤ H of N and a function H : N → R such that (i) ≤ H has a least element, 0 H , and H(0 H ) is X;
(ii) for every n, there is a ≤ H -least element denoted by n + H 1, that is strictly greater than n in ≤ H ; further, H(n) is equal to H(n + H 1); (iii) if n is not a successor in ≤ H and is not equal to 0 H , then
Note that if ≤ H is a well-ordering recursive in X, then the reals H(n) which appear in the jump hierarchy are a part of the usual hierarchy of reals hyperarithmetic in X. It was shown by Harrison that there are also jump hierarchies with associated orderings ≤ H which are not well-founded . Let η denote the order-type of Q, the set of rational numbers. there exists a non-standard jump hierearchy (H, ≤ H ) such that ≤ H has order-type ω
Proof. (sketch) One proof proceeds by observing that the set of recursive linear orderings which support a jump hierarchy is a Σ 1 1 set of reals which contains all well-orderings and hence must also have some non-well-founded members, since the set of well-orderings is Π 1 1 but not Σ 1 1 . The same reasoning applies to the subset consisting of linear orderings with no hyperarithmetic descending path and these can be shown to have the desired order-types. Another proof uses non-standard models. Let A be a nonstandard elementary end extension of L[ω
* is a nonstandard ordinal in A, then σ * is the height of an X-recursive linear ordering. Further, this linear ordering supports a jump hierarchy over X that is an element of A.
We shall use two different techniques to code one real X in another Y .
4.3 Definition. For any reals X and Y and any n
(ii) X jump codes Y in the nth place iff for all m, Y (m) = lim z X
[n][m] ( m, z ); that is, for some function S and all m and z,
S is called a Skolem function for the coding. X jump codes Y iff X jump codes Y in some place.
It is immediate that if X codes Y then Y ≤ T X. If X jump codes Y (say in the n-th column) then the sequence of sets Y z = { m : n, m, z ∈ X } is uniformly recursive in X and converges to Y so that by the Shoenfield Limit Lemma Y ≤ T X .
We begin now the proof of Theorem 1.8. Let J = (J, ≤ J , j J ) be a fixed countable jump partial ordering. Without loss of generality we may suppose that J = N and hence that J may be coded as a real, which we denote also by J -for example, take
Fix also a nonstandard elementary end extension
, J ] and a jump hierarchy (H, ≤ H ) over J associated with some non-standard ordinal in A. We construct the embedding of J into D in two phases. In the first we build a generic jump partial ordering F G = (N, ≤ G , j G ) together with a function R G : N → R, which induces an embedding of F G into D, and an epimorphism ψ G of F G onto J . We then use over-spill arguments to prove that there is a homomorphism ψ All of the objects just mentioned are structures represented on N and, as such, are coded by reals. We fix, in advance, a coding scheme for each (model theoretic) signature. When we speak of a real coding a structure on N, we shall mean in the appropriate fixed scheme.
We call a jump partial ordering finitely generated iff it is the closure under the jump function of some finite subset. We will use finitely generated conditions to build a generic collection consisting of F G = (N, ≤ G , j G ) , R G and ψ G as indicated, together with an order homomorphism level G from (N, < G ) to (N, < H ). For each x, R G (x) will consist of the join of H(level G (x)), the real associated with level G (x) in the jump hierarchy H, together with a coding of the generic filter determining F G , ψ G and level G , a collection of Cohen generic reals, the reals R G (y) such that y ≤ G x, generic jump codings of the reals R G (y) such that y ≤ G j G (x), and a uniform coding of the Skolem functions associated with the jump codings into the reals R G (y) such that j G (y) ≤ G x.
A condition p in the partial order P consists of two parts p geometry and p representation , abbreviated by p g and p r . The geometric part of P is used to assemble generically F G , ψ G and level G . The representational part is used to provide a degree-theoretic representation of F G .
Definition.
A condition p consists of a pair (p g , p r ) such that:
(i) p g is recursive in J and consists of (a) a finitely generated jump partial order
(ii) Say that q g is geometrically stronger than p g if each constituent of q g extends its p g counterpart. Similarly, r g is geometrically incompatible with q g if they disagree on some atomic fact in their common domain. For example, if n and m belong to F r ∩ F q , n ≤ r m, and n ≤ q m then r g and q g are incompatible. For any condition p, p g is recursive in J ; hence, it can be viewed as being equivalent to any integer e such that {e}(J ) = p g . Say that p g is geometrically stronger than e or incompatible with e if p g and {e}(J ) have the relevant property.
(iii) p r consists of a pair of functions R p and Sk p with domain F p and F p × F p , respectively. For each x in F p , R p (x) is function from a finite initial segment of N into N. For each x and y in F p , Sk p (x, y) is a function from a finite initial segment of N into N. These functions satisfy the following compatibility constraints.
(a) Let geometry p be the function mapping e to 0, if p g is geometrically incompatible with e and mapping e to 1, if p g is geometrically stronger than e. For all x in F p , R p (x) can be consistently extended to code geometry p ⊕H(level p (x)) in the 0th place. If geometry p ⊕ H(level p (x)) is not defined at argument n, then R p (x) does not code any value in the 0th place for n. (b) For all x in F p and all y, if p does not specify y ≤ p x, then R p (x) can be consistently extended to code R p (y) in the 2y + 1st place. Further, if R p (y) is not defined at n, then R p (x) does not code any value for n in the 2y + 1st place. (c) If y ≤ p j p (x) and p specifies y ≤ p x then Sk p (y, x) specifies an initial segment of the Skolem function for a jump coding of R p (y) in the 2y + 1st place of R p (x). Further, R p (x) is compatible with jump coding R p (y) in the 2y + 1st place using Skolem function Sk p (y, x).
is compatible with coding the function of two variables, Sk p (−, y) in the 2y + 2nd place. For all y such that p does not specify j(y) ≤ p x, if Sk p (z, y)(n) is not defined then R p (x) does not code any value for (z, n) in the 2y + 2nd place. (e) If there is no constraint imposed on the value of R p (x) by any of the above clauses then any integer value is allowed for R p (x)(n).
(iv) For conditions p and q, p ≤ P q, p is stronger than q, if (a) p g is geometrically stronger than q g ; (b) For each x in F q , R p (x) is an extension of R q (x). For each x and y in F q ×F q , Sk p (x, y) extends Sk q (x, y).
4.5 Remark. We have factored P into parts so that we may easily analyze its forcing relation. Naturally, we are especially concerned with statements of the form "n ∈ R G (x) ".
Analyzing whether two conditions are geometrically comparable in this limited partial order involves checking whether finitely many J -recursive functions are total and whether various Jrecursive sets of inequalities hold in J and in (N, ≤ J ). All such questions are arithmetic in J , and therefore uniformly recursive in any H(j) for j of nonstandard height in ≤ H . The representational part of P introduces the explicit coding of the sets appearing in the jump hierarchy H into the reals R G (x). This pushes the naive analysis of the forcing relation for "n ∈ R G (x) " to the level of arithmetic in H. In a precise sense to be described, a sharper analysis shows that the relation p forces n ∈ R G (x) involves only H(level p (x) + H 1).
Let G be P-generic with respect to meeting all dense sets in P that are arithmetic in H. Let geometry G be the set of e such that {e}(J ) is the geometric part of a condition in G. Let each of ≤ G , j G , R G (x) and Sk G be the limits over p in G of ≤ p , j p , R p (x) and Sk p , respectively. We will regard Sk G simultaneously as a function of two variables whose values are unary functions, and also as a function of three variables. Let F G equal (N, ≤ G , j G ), the generic jump partial ordering. We view each R G (x) as a function from N to N. Let R G be the function that maps x to R G (x).
4.6 Lemma. The following are forced in P :
is a function from N to N; for each pair x and y from N, Sk G (y, x) is a function from N to N; (v) for each y and x,
Proof. The lemma is immediate from the definition of P, once we show that the coding constraints imposed in the definition of P are not contradictory and are well founded. This follows from the observations that the coding location in R G (x) for the information R G (y)(n) = i is greater than n and that any finitely generated jump partial order is well founded.
Proof. Assume that p specifies y ≤ p x. Without explicitly specifying the partial order, we show that R G (y) is generic relative to R G (x).
Fix q stronger than p. When we extend the condition R q (y) specified by q, we must respect the various direct and jump coding constraints implied by ≤ q and j q . Namely, if we specify y ≤ G z, then for every n the value of R G (y) at n is directly and uniformly coded in R G (z). Similarly, if we specify y ≤ G j G (z), then the same values are uniformly jump coded in R G (z). In the latter case, the values of R G (z) are only required to code R G (y) at a rate determined by Sk G (y, z). A coding chain in q, consists of a sequence R q (z 0 ), . . . , R q (z k ) such that each R q (z i ) is either directly or jump coded in R q (z i+1 ). Say that a chain is direct if it only involves direct codings. Because of these chains, there are many possible avenues of coding feedback from R q (y) to R q (x). For example, since each ≤ q is transitive, if there is a direct chain from z 0 to z 1 then R q (z 0 ) is also directly coded into R q (z 1 ).
Since y ≤ q x, there is no direct chain R q (y) to R q (x). Similarly, if y ≤ q j q (z) then there cannot be a direct chain from R q (j q (z)) to R q (x). The only possibility of feedback from R G (y) to R G (x) is through coding chains that involve at least one jump coding, say jump coding R q (z 0 ) into R q (z 1 ). In this case, the Skolem function Sk q (z 0 , z 1 ) is not directly coded into any R q (z) that is directly coded into R q (x) Let Θ be a Turing functional. We claim that it is not possible for q to force Θ(R G (x)) to be equal to R G (y). Let n be given so that each R q (z) and each Sk q (w, z) is not defined at any number greater than or equal to n and n is not a coding location. Since the set of numbers not used in the coding apparatus is infinite and each condition only specifies finitely much about finitely many Skolem functions, there is such an n.
If q forces Θ(n, R G (x)) to be undefined, then the claim is verified. Otherwise, let r be stronger than q such that Θ(n, R r (x)) is defined and equal to i by a computation that only queries the oracle at arguments where R r (x) is defined.
Obtain a condition r * from r by first replacing Sk r (−, z 0 ) with Sk q (−, z 0 ), for each z 0 with z 0 ≤ r x and j q (z 0 ) ≤ q x. Second, for each z 1 such that there is a z 0 such that we changed the condition on Sk G (−, z 0 ) and j r (z 0 ) ≤ r z 1 , we change R r (z 1 ) so that r * does not define the coding of Sk G (−, z 0 ) into R G (z 1 ) except for possibly coding values already specified by Sk q (−, z 0 ). Note, these changes do not require any change in R r (x). The result is that r * is an extension of q but possibly weaker than r. Because R r * (x) is equal to R r (x), r * decides the same value i for Θ(n, R G (x)).
Consider the consequences of changing the value of R r * (y) at n to make it disagree with i, if that is not already the case. First of all, to maintain all of the direct coding commitments, we must maintain the compatibility between the correct value of R G (y) and each R G (w) that directly codes R G (y). Since there is no direct chain from R r * (y) to R r * (x), these changes are not directly coded into R r * (x). Secondly, we must maintain compatibility between R G (y) and each R G (w) that jump codes R G (y). But here, if a change is necessary, it can be made above the value of Sk r * (y, w)(n). We made our choice of Sk r * to allow us to adjust every such w without changing R r * (x). If w ≤ r * x and y ≤ r * j r * (w) then j r * (w) ≤ r * x. Thus, in moving to r * , we ensured that r * does not assign a value to Sk G (y, w). A change in y at n does not imply any change in R r * (w). At most, the change in R r * (y) may imply that the value of Sk G (y, w)(n) is larger than the domain of R r * (w).
Thus, we may change the value of R r * (y)(n) to disagree with i, adjust various other values in r * to respect the coding constraints and obtain a condition r * * that is stronger than p. Further, R r * * (x) is equal to R r (x), forcing Θ(n, R G (x)) = i, while R r * * (y)(n) is not equal to i. This r * * forces Θ(R G (x)) = R G (y).
Consequently, q does not force Θ(R G (x)) = R G (y). This verifies the claim.
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 imply that the mapping x → R G (x) is an order preserving function from the partial order (N, ≤ G ) into (D, ≤ T ). The next lemma establishes the technical fact that ensures that R G also preserves the jump.
4.9 Lemma. For each x in N,
Proof. Let RHS denote the set on the right hand side of this equation. It is immediate, by the uniformity of the coding apparatus enforced by P, that R G (x) can compute RHS. It remains to check the existence of a Turing functional from RHS to R G (x) . For this, it is enough to demonstrate that there is a procedure, uniformly recursive in RHS, which when applied to a Turing functional Θ, enumerates Θ if and only if Θ(R G (x)) diverges. We obtain such an enumeration by analyzing the forcing relation for P.
By the genericity of G, for any Turing functional Θ and any number n, the value of Θ(n, R G (x)) is decided by some condition in G. In the case of convergence, there is a condition p in G such that Θ(n, R p (x)) converges by a computation that only queries the oracle at arguments where R p (x) is defined. In the case of divergence, there is a condition p in G such that there is no extension X of R p (x) making Θ(n, X) converge where X is equal to R q (x), for some condition q stronger than p.
Using an extension argument similar to that in Lemma 4.8, if Θ(n, R G (x)) diverges then there is a q in G such that q's forcing the divergence can be verified using only q g , the values of the sets that are forced by q to be directly coded into R G (x) and Sk q x, i.e. q's finitely many commitments imposed by jump codings into sets directly coded into R G (X). Given q, let q x denote the above fraction of the information in q. Consider the pieces of q x. First, the condition on geometry G : q g is recursive in H(level G (x)), uniformly in its J -recursive index. Second, the condition on level G : for each y ≤ q x, the set H(level q (y)) coded into R q (y) is the value of H on argument which lies below level G (x) in < H . Since H is a Turing jump hierarchy, the restriction of H to these arguments is recursive in H(level G (x)). Third, the purely generic condition: this is the finite set of finite conditions on Sk G or on an R G (x), off the coding apparatus. Thus, for each nonstandard σ, the set of restrictions of conditions q x which set level G (x) to equal σ is recursive in H(σ).
We have assembled RHS so that it can recursively compute { q x : q ∈ G }. Suppose that q x is given. geometry G is recursive in R G (x) and explicitly computes the set of J -indices for geometric conditions that extend to elements of G. So, RHS can tell if q g is compatible with G. For y ≤ q x, H(level G ) can compute whether some potential condition on R G (y) correctly codes H(level q (y)). Finally, any finite amount of information about the R G (z) for z ≤ G x or the functions Sk G (−, z) for j G (z) ≤ q x is explicitly included in RHS.
The property "q forces the divergence of Θ(R G (x))" is a Π 0 1 (H(level G (x))) property of q x. Θ(R G (x)) is forced to diverge exactly when it is impossible to find an r x that extends q x which forces convergence, in the strong sense of fixing the computation. As indicated above, this quantifier over r x is a universal quantifier over a set that is recursive in H(level G (x)), hence the defined property is Π 0 1 (H(level G (x))). Since RHS is above H(level G (x)) , the property "q forces the divergence of Θ(R G (x))" is recursive in RHS.
Putting the above facts together, RHS can recursively search through { q x : q ∈ G }, enumerating Θ upon finding an element that forces the divergence of Θ(R G (x)). This gives a procedure to enumerate the divergence facts about R G (x) as required.
4.10 Corollary. For all x, R G (j G (x)) ≡ T R G (x) .
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, since j G (x) ≤ G j G (x), R G (j G (x)) will be jump coded in R G (x). Hence, R G (j G (x)) ≤ T R G (x) .
For the other direction, by Lemma 4.9, R G (x) is Turing equivalent to
Of these, R G (x) is recursive in R G (j G (x)) by Lemma 2.4, as x ≤ G j G (x). H(level G (x)) is recursive in R G (j G (x)) since x < G j G (x) implies level G (x) < H level G (j G (x)); so, H(level G (x)) ≤ T H(level G (j G (x))) ≤ T R G (j G (x)). Finally, the global Skolem function for jump coding into some involves only finding an image y for b such that ψ G (y) = b and the level of y satisfies the inductive properties. The genericity of F G will imply that it contains such a y.
More concretely, suppose that p is a condition such that F p includes the range of φ m on the finite set of generators of J m . We extend p to include an acceptable image for b. Let min above be the minimum of the levels of the φ m (a) so that φ m is defined on a and b ≤ J a. Note, min above exists by the fact that F p is finitely generated and b ≤ J a 0 . Let a min be the element of J m that is above b in ≤ J so that level G (φ m (a min )) is equal to min above. Consider first the levels of the elements of the range of φ m that are φ m (a min ). By assumption, let max much below be an upper bound on these levels such that the interval between max much below and min above is nonstandard. If there is a a in the domain of φ m such that a ≤ J b and a = * a min , let max below be the maximum of the levels of such a. Again, this maximum is achieved since F p is finitely generated and here we are only considering its elements which are = * with b. Note, if max below is defined, then it is greater than max much below. If max below is not yet defined, let it equal max much below. In either case, the interval between max below and min above is nonstandard.
Extend p to q by including a new element b * in F q . Define q g so that the extension of φ m mapping b to b * is a homomorphism inverting ψ q . That is ψ q (b * ) is equal to b and b * satisfies the same quantifier free formulas relative to elements of the range of φ m that b satisfies relative to elements of J m . Further, for all x in F q , b * is only ≤ q comparable with x if this comparability is implied by the necessity of ≤ q to be transitive. For example, if φ m (a 0 ) ≤ p x then b * ≤ q x. Let R q (b * ) and Sk q (−, b * ) be empty functions.
Let σ be given so that the distances between max below and σ and between σ and min above are both nonstandard. Set level q (b * ) equal to σ.
We claim that q is a condition. This was ensured by the choice of σ for the value of level q (b * ). For example, if b * < q x then there is an element a of the range of φ m that lies between x and b * in ≤ q . Then, level q (b * ) = σ < H min above ≤ H level q (a) ≤ q (x).
Thus, level q (b * ) ≤ H level q (x) as required.
Further, extending φ m by mapping b to b * maintains the inductive properties because the necessary inequalities were achieved with nonstandard room to spare.
The second case is almost the same as the first. Consider the partial ordering of = * -equivalence classes in J m . If there is no a in J m such that b = * a, then we can extend φ m in a way very similar to the one above. We determine a nonstandard interval (max below, min above) from φ m and J m . We divide this interval into three nonstandard parts, (max below, σ), (σ, τ ) and (τ, min above). Finally, we find a b * with φ G (b * ) = b such that the entire = * -equivalence class of b * lies in (σ, τ ). As above, such σ, τ and b * exist by the genericity of G.
In the final case the = * -equivalence class of b in J m is not trivial but no finite iteration of the jump maps b to an element of J m . Using the simple jump inversion analysis from above, it is enough to find an image in F G for some iterate of the jump applied to b. Let a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k be a minimal generating set for b's = * -equivalence class. Translating b and these generators by a finite iteration of the jump, we may assume that b is greater than each of the a i and not greater than any of their jumps. Further, we may assume that an application of an n-fold iteration of jump on the set {a 1 , . . . , a k } induces a change in the values of level G described by an n-fold nonstandard translation. Let max be the index such that level G (a max ) is the maximum of { level G (a i ) : i ≤ k }. A genericity argument similar to the one given in case one implies that there is a b * and an σ, nonstandard, such that (i) ψ G (b * ) is equal to b;
